• **Human Exploration of the Far Solar System and on to the Stars**: A report on our summer 2021 courses, delivered by i4is for the Limitless Space Institute (LSI) - reporter: Patrick Mahon - postponed from this issue

• **Search for an Alien Message to a Nearby Star**: response to News item *Search for an Alien Message to a Nearby Star* - in this issue - Rob Swinney

• **IAC22**: International Astronautical Congress 2021 - The Interstellar Papers - part 2

• **Three News Features**: A new way of finding out what's happening in interstellar studies, a major i4is project in communications and a new venture from one of the i4is team - plus, of course, *Interstellar News* and interstellar papers in *The Journals*.

*youtu.be/b7if22TZJB4*